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Through the day that age-old Greece philosophy is born ,Reason 、
Universally understand the fundamental mission that the entire world becomes 
philosopher .How correctly the interpretation world ，Find real world on the 
basis of either the interpretation rule succeed the problem that the metaphysics 
will be resolved .Be living in ontology and the metaphysics development 
process ，From start to finish one another is accompanied the left and right sides 
to the anti- natural doctrine ideological trend ，Thereby initiated one once more 
one the crisis .You do worthwhile closely contemporary western philosophy 
ontology the person who develops two phase with Husserl to Hegel formed by 
crossed lines ，When ontology and the metaphysics development being living is 
confronted with the distinct crisis in the process ，Taking natural doctrine and 
priori study of phenomenon two kinds of differences thinking and means to 
adjust the crisis.The original was analyzed this two kinds of thinking means 
similarities and differences spots，Mentioning in the same breath to relate takes 
shape the reasons in this two kinds differences ways understanding the world . 
First section ，Beginning of problem .Idea backdrop that chiefly to relate 
natural doctrine and the study of phenomenon common——The ontology 
development progress reaches challenge who confronts ，Moreover with this 
illustrates that the position that natural doctrine and study of phenomenon two 
kinds of thinking means are living in the ontology development process reaches 
the action which acted . 
Second section ，Main expounding black squares formed by crossed lines 
your Sis differentiate the natural doctrine way.You propose in the interest of 















lines “The entity is the main part ”Rule，Moreover the application is suspended 
beforehand that the teleology means that the terminal point is the starting point to 
overcome the logical predicament，Moreover is living expounds nature formation 
and the development process on this base . 
Third section is chiefly expounded the priori study of phenomenon way of 
Hussrel .Husserl with “To the object in itself ”This slogan is as the priori study 
of phenomenon point of departure ，With “ It is audio-visual ”With 
“Reduction ”Means ，Return “Life world ”，Resolve Europe scientific 
knowledge and the philosophy crisis with this . 
The four bibliographic categories branch was analyzed Hegel formed by 
crossed lines your divergences and divergence reason against t Husserl idea 
way .Hegel formed by crossed lines are living against Husserl “World 
outlook ”、Understand the object starting point 、And the way to understand the 
world wholly is the divergence ，These divergences through two understands 
world aim difference along with the reason view transition creating . 
By means of the original research ，Obtain the following conclusion ：（1）
Necessity that is history and logic through natural doctrine thinking the transition 
up the priori study of phenomenon thinking means of means.（2）Each kind of 
thinking means wholly is a window ，Hegel formed by crossed lines you against 
Husserl separately distinct two respects in two kinds of idea ways observe our 
the equal world ，We supply the difference visual angle in the interest of 
watching the world . 
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① 参见《西方哲学史新编》，苗力田、李毓章主编，人民出版社，1990 年版，第 80 页。 



































哲学上看，它的最基本的用法有以下两种：一为“是”，如She is a teacher。(她
是一个老师)；二为“存在”，如She is。(她存在 )。to be的动名词being译为“存
在者”，指以个别的方式存在着的人和事物；而当being以Being的方式出现时，
                                                        
① 胡塞尔：《欧洲科学的危机与超验现象学》，上海译文出版社，1988 年版，第 10 页。 
② 参阅梯利：《西方哲学史》(下册 )，商务印书馆，1979 年，第 146 页 














































































                                                        
① 参见《西方哲学史新编》，苗力田，李毓章主编，人民出版社，1990 年版，第 24 页。 
② 参见《西方哲学史新编》，苗力田，李毓章主编，人民出版社，1990 年版，第 85 页。 
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